Abstract. The coverability problem is decidable for the class of wellstructured transition systems. Until recently, the only known algorithm to solve this problem was based on symbolic backward reachability. In a recent paper, we have introduced the theory underlying a new algorithmic solution, called 'Expand, Enlarge and Check', which can be implemented in a forward manner. In this paper, we provide additional concepts and algorithms to turn this theory into efficient forward algorithms for monotonic extensions of Petri nets and Lossy Channels Systems. We have implemented a prototype and applied it on a large set of examples. This prototype outperforms a previous fine tuned prototype based on backward symbolic exploration and shows the practical interest of our new algorithmic solution. The data used in the experiments and more relevant information about 'Expand, Enlarge and Check' can be found at: http://www.ulb.ac.be/di/ssd/ggeeraer/eec/
Model-checking is nowadays widely accepted as a powerful technique for the automatic verification of reactive systems that have natural finite state abstractions. However, many reactive systems are only naturally modelled as infinitestate systems. Consequently, a large (and successful) research effort has recently focused on the application of model-checking techniques to infinite-state models such as FIFO channel systems [2] , (extensions of) Petri nets and automata with counters [13] , broadcast protocols [7] , etc. One of the positive results is the decidability of the coverability problem for well-structured transition systems (WSTS for short). WSTS enjoy an infinite set of states that is well-quasi ordered by ≤ and their transition relation is monotonic w.r.t ≤. Examples of such systems are Petri nets and their monotonic extensions [4, 13] , broadcast protocols [6] , lossy channel systems [2] . The coverability problem asks whether a given WSTS S can reach a state of a given ≤-upward closed set of states U .
A general algorithm (i.e. a procedure that always terminates) is known to solve the coverability problem for WSTS [1, 10] . It symbolically manipulates upward-closed sets of states, obtained by unrolling the transition relation in a backward fashion. Unfortunately, backward search is seldom efficient in practice [12] , and the only complete forward approach known so far is the Karp-Miller algorithm that can only be applied to a small subclass of WSTS: Petri nets. All the previous attempts to generalize this procedure have led to incomplete forward approaches that are either not guaranteed to terminate (e.g.: [6] , as shown in [7] ) or that can be inconclusive due to over-approximation [3] .
Nevertheless, we have recently proposed a new schema of algorithms, called 'Expand, Enlarge and Check' (EEC for short), to solve the coverability problem for a large class of WSTS (those that enjoy reasonable effectiveness requirements, see [11] for the details). EEC works basically as follows. It constructs a sequence of pairs of approximations of the set of reachable states: an under-approximation (built during the 'Expand phase') and an over-approximation (built during the 'Enlarge' phase). Some basic results from the theory of well-quasi ordering and recursively enumerable sets allow us to show that positive instances of the coverability problem are answered by the sequence of under-approximations while negative instances are answered by the over-approximations after a finite number of iterations. The theory and the proofs are very elegant and furthermore the schema is really promising from the practical point of view because it can be implemented in a forward manner.
In this paper, we show that, indeed, EEC can be turned into an efficient algorithm to solve the coverability problem in a forward manner. In particular, we show how to implement the EEC efficiently for the two most practically important classes of WSTS in the literature: monotonic extensions of Petri Nets (EPN for short) and for Lossy Channel Systems (LCS for short). Those two classes are useful for the analysis of parametric systems and communication protocols. To obtain efficient algorithms from the EEC schema, we have to get over two obstacles: first, during the 'Expand' phase, we have to analyze finite graphs that can be very large. Second, during the 'Enlarge' phase, we have to approximate sets of successors efficiently. To solve the first problem, we show that we can always turn a WSTS into a lossy WSTS that respects the same coverability properties and for which the graph during the 'Expand' phase is monotonic. The coverability problem can often be solved efficiently in monotonic graphs because (roughly) only ≤-maximal states of the graph must be explored. We provide an efficient algorithm for that exploration. This algorithm is also applicable during the 'Enlarge' phase in the case of EPN. The second problem is difficult for LCS only. We provide here a way to construct efficiently the most precise approximations of the set of the successors of a downward-closed set of LCS configurations.
On the basis of those two conceptual tools, we have implemented a prototype to analyze coverability properties of EPN and LCS. We have applied the prototype to a large set of examples taken in the literature and compared its performances with our fine-tuned implementation of the backward search in the case of EPN. For LCS, the only available tools are implementing either a potentially non-terminating analysis or an over-approximation algorithm that is not guaranteed to conclude due to over-approximation. The performance of our prototype are very encouraging and often much better than those of the backward search prototype.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic notions about well-quasi orderings, WSTS and the coverability problem. In Section 3, we summarize the results of our previous paper about the EEC schema. In Section 4, we show how to efficiently explore monotonic graphs to establish coverability properties and show that the graphs that we have to analyze during the 'Expand' phase are monotonic when the lossy abstraction is applied. In Section 5, we show how EPN and LCS can be analyzed efficiently with the EEC schema, and provide practical evidence that it can compete advantageously with other techniques. Finally, we draw some conclusions in section 6.
Due to the lack of space, the proofs have been omitted in the present version of the paper.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some fundamental results about well-quasi orderings and well-structured transition systems (the systems we analyze here). We show how to finitely represent upward-and downward-closed sets of states (which will allow us to devise symbolic algorithms), and discuss And-Or graphs and monotonic graphs (useful to represent abstractions of systems).
Well quasi-orderings and adequate domains of limits A well quasi ordering ≤ on C (wqo for short) is a reflexive and transitive relation s. t. for any infinite sequence c 0 c 1 . . . c n . . . of elements in C, there exist i and j, with i < j and
Let C, ≤ be a well-quasi ordered set. A ≤-upward closed set U ⊆ C is such that for any c ∈ U , for any c ∈ C such that c ≤ c , c ∈ U . A ≤-downward-closed set D ⊆ C is such that for any c ∈ D, for any c ∈ C such that c ≤ c, c ∈ D. The set of ≤-minimal elements Min(U ) of a set U ⊆ C is a minimal set such that Min(U ) ⊆ U and ∀s ∈ U : ∃s ∈ Min(U ) : s ≤ s . The next proposition is a consequence of wqo: Proposition 1. Let C, ≤ be a wqo set and U ⊆ C be an ≤-upward closed set, then: Min(U ) is finite and U = {c | ∃c ∈ Min(U ) : c ≤ c}.
Thus, any ≤-upward closed set can be effectively represented by its finite set of minimal elements. To obtain a finite representation of ≤-downward-closed sets, we must use well-chosen limit elements ∈ C that represent ≤-downward closures of infinite increasing chains of elements. Definition 1 ([11] ). Let C, ≤ be a well-quasi ordered set and L be a set s.t. L∩C = ∅. The tuple L, , γ is called an adequate domain of limits for C, ≤ if the following conditions are satisfied:
Abstractions The EEC algorithm considers two kinds of abstractions. To represent them, we introduce two types of graphs. First, a -monotonic graph is a finite graph V, ⇒, v i where V is a set of nodes, ⇒⊆ V × V is the transition relation and v i ∈ V is the initial node. That graph is associated with an order ⊆ V × V such that for any v 1 , v 2 , v 3 ∈ V with v 1 ⇒ v 2 and v 1 v 3 , there exists v 4 ∈ V with v 2 v 4 and v 3 ⇒ v 4 . Notice that -monotonic graphs are finite WSTS. Second, an And-Or graph is a tuple G = V A , V O , v i , ⇒ where V = V A ∪ V O is the (finite) set of nodes (V A is the set of "And" nodes and V O is the set of "Or" nodes), 
is the labelling function of the nodes of T G by nodes of G that respects the three following compatibility conditions (Λ is extended to sets of nodes in the usual way):
exists one and only one n ∈ N such that B(n, n ) and Λ(n ) = v , and conversely (b) for all nodes n ∈ N such that B(n, n ), we have Λ(n) ⇒ Λ(n ). (C 3 ) for all n ∈ N such that Λ(n) ∈ V O , we have that: there exists one and only one n ∈ N such that B(n, n ), and Λ(n) ⇒ Λ(n ).
Problem 2. The And-Or Graph Avoidability Problem is defined as follows:'Given an And-Or graph
When the answer is positive, we say that E is avoidable in G. It is well-known that this problem is complete for PTIME.
Expand, Enlarge and Check
This section recalls the fundamentals of the 'Expand, Enlarge and Check' algorithm (see [11] for more details). As stated in the introduction, the EEC algorithm builds a sequence of pairs of approximations. The first one, is an underapproximation of the set of reachable states, which allows one to decide positive instances of the coverability problem. The latter one over-approximates the set of reachable states and is suitable to decide negative instances.
More precisely, given a WSTS S = C, c 0 , →, ≤ , and a set of limits L, the algorithm considers in parallel a sequence of subsets of C: C 0 , C 1 , . . . and a sequence of limit elements:
Given a set C i , one can construct an exact partial reachability graph (EPRG for short) EPRG(S, C i ) which is an under-approximation of the system. Similarly, given a set L i , one builds an overapproximation of the system under the form of an And-Or Graph:
Definition 6. Given a WSTS S = C, c 0 , →, ≤ and a set C ⊆ C, the EPRG of S is the transition system EPRG(S, C ) = C , c 0 , → ∩(C × C ) Definition 7. Given a WSTS S = C, c 0 , →, ≤ , an adequate domain of limits L, , γ for C, ≤ , a finite subset C ⊆ C with c 0 ∈ C , and a finite subset L ⊆ L with ∈ L , the And-Or graph
We can now state (Theorem 1) the adequacy of these abstractions. Then, Theorem 2 tells us that we will eventually find the right abstractions in order to decide the coverability problem. The EEC algorithm directly follows from this last theorem: it enumerates the pairs of C i and L i , and, for each of them, (1 -'Expand') builds EPRG(S, C i ), (2 -'Enlarge') builds Abs(S, C i , L i ) and (3 -'Check') looks for an error trace in EPRG(S, C i ) and checks the avoidability of the bad states in Abs(S, C i , L i ). Further details may be found in [11] .
The next propositions give properties of these abstractions. In particular, Proposition 5 says that, if C is ≤-downward-closed and S is lossy, EPRG(S, C ) is a finite ≤-monotonic graph. However, as stated in the introduction, these graphs are often too large. Thus, efficient procedures to decide the coverability problem on such graphs are highly desirable. This motivates Section 4.
Efficient exploration of -monotonic graphs
This section is devoted to the presentation of Algorithm 1 which efficiently decides the coverability problem on -monotonic graphs. It is based on ideas borrowed from the algorithm to compute the minimal coverability set of Petri nets, presented in [8] . However, as recently pointed out in [9] , this latter algorithm is flawed and may in certain cases compute an under-approximation of the actual minimal coverability set. Algorithm 1 corrects this bug in the context of finite graphs. At the end of the section, we show how to exploit it in EEC.
Algorithm 1: Coverability
Let T = N, n0, B, Λ be the tree computed as follows: to treat = {n0} such that Λ(n0) = vi, N = {n0}, B = ∅ ; while to treat = ∅ do while to treat = ∅ do choose and remove n in to treat ; foreach successor v of Λ(n) do Add n with Λ(n ) = v as successor of n;
Apply reduction rules (see Algorithm 2); /* reuse of nodes already computed */
if ∃n ∈ N : removed(n) = false, Λ(n) ∈ U then return true; else return false; end Algorithm 1 receives a -monotonic graph G = V, ⇒, v i and constructs a finite tree T = N, n 0 , B, Λ , with set of nodes N , root node n 0 ∈ N , set of arcs B ⊆ N × N (in the following we denote by B * the transitive closure of B) and labelling function Λ : N → V . We denote by leaves(T ) the set of leaves of T ; by subtree(n), the maximal sub-tree of T rooted in n ∈ N ; and by nodes(T ) the set of nodes of T . Given a tree T , and two nodes n and n , the function Replace subtree(n, n , T , to treat) replaces, in T , the subtree subtree(n) by subtree(n ) and removes from to treat the nodes n ∈ (leaves(subtree(n)) \ leaves(subtree(n ))) ∩ to treat. We also attach a predicate removed(n) to each node n of a tree, which is initially false for any node. When removed(n) is true, the node n is virtually removed from the tree. It is however kept in memory, so that it can be later put back in the tree (this makes sense since the bug in [8] Algorithm 2: Reduction rules
occurs when nodes are deleted by mistake). The function covered(v, N ) returns true iff there is a node n ∈ N with v Λ(n) and removed(n) = false.
Sketch of the algorithm
The tree built by Algorithm 1 is the reachability tree of the -monotonic graph G on which some reduction rules are applied in order to keep maximal elements only, (so that the labels of the tree eventually computed form a coverability set of G). The sketch of the algorithm is as follows. The inner while loop constructs the tree by picking up a node n from to treat and adding its successors. When a successor n is smaller than or equal to one of its ancestors n (Λ(n ) Λ(n )), we stop the development of n (line 1). Then, reduction rules (Algorithm 2) are applied: (i) when the tree contains two nodes n and n such that Λ(n) Λ(n ) and n is not an ancestor of n , subtree(n) does not need to be developed anymore and is removed (that is, all the nodes n of subtree(n) are tagged: removed(n ) = true, and removed from to treat); (ii) when the tree contains two nodes n and n such that Λ(n) Λ(n ) and n is an ancestor of n , we replace subtree(n) by subtree(n ). As mentioned above, the inner while loop may fail to compute a coverability set of G and may only compute an underapproximation. To cope with this problem, we test, at the end of the inner while loop if a coverability set has been computed. More precisely (line 2), we look at all the nodes n such that removed(n ) = true and that are direct successors of a node n actually in the tree (i.e.: removed(n) = false). When we find that such an n is not covered by a node actually in the tree, we set removed(n ) back to false. This step is iterated up to stabilization. Then (line 3), we add into to treat the nodes n with removed(n) = false such that (i) the successor nodes of n have not been developed yet and (ii) there exists one successor v of Λ(n) that is not covered by nodes actually in the tree. If to treat is not empty at the end of these steps, it means that the inner while loop has computed an under-approximation of the coverability set. In that case, the main loop is iterated again. Otherwise, when to treat is empty, it is easy to see that for each node n in the tree such that removed(n) = false all the successors of Λ(n) are covered by nodes n of the tree such that removed(n ) = false. Since the root node of the tree covers v i , we conclude that {v | ∃ a node n of the tree: Λ(n) = v, removed(n) = false} is a coverability set. The next theorem states the correctness of Algorithm 1:
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1, when applied to the -monotonic graph G and the -upward closed set U , always terminates and returns true if and only if there exists a node v ∈ U such that v is reachable from v i in G. Remark 1. When ⇒ is computable, Algorithm 1 can compute T without disposing of the whole graph G (v i only is necessary). In that case, Algorithm 1 efficiently explores a (possibly small) portion of a (potentially large) -monotonic graph without building it entirely.
Application to EEC Thanks to Proposition 5, we can apply Algorithm 1 to any EPRG built at the 'Expand' phase, if the WSTS is lossy (but by Proposition 3, we can always take the lossy version of any WSTS), and the sets C i are edownward-closed. We show in Section 5 that this is not restrictive in practice.
Algorithm 1 is also useful to improve the 'Enlarge' phase in the case where the And-Or graph is degenerated. An And-Or graph is degenerated whenever each Or-node has only one successor. Hence a degenerated And-Or graph
-monotonic graph, for any WSTS with adequate domain of limits L, , γ .
Expand, Enlarge and Check in practice
Checking the practical usability of EEC by implementing it is an essential step. Indeed, even if we dispose of a nice theoretical result that shows the completeness of EEC, the theoretical complexity of the problems addressed here remain nonprimitive recursive []. In this section, we specialize the EEC schema to obtain efficient procedures to decide the coverability problem on two classes of WSTS of practical interest: the monotonic extensions of Petri nets (EPN) and the lossy channel systems (LCS). Since And-Or graphs for EPN are always degenerated [11], we can exploit the efficient procedure described in Section 4 in both the 'Expand' and the 'Enlarge' phase. As far as LCS are concerned, the main difficulty relies in the construction of the And-Or graph: the 'Expand' phase requests an efficient procedure to compute the most precise successors of any Or-node.
Extended Petri nets
In this subsection we consider monotonic extensions of the well-known Petri net model (such as Petri nets with transfer arcs, a.s.o., see [4] ). Due to the lack of space, we refer the reader to [11] for the syntax. An EPN P defines a WSTS S = N k , m 0 , → where k is the number of places of P , m 0 is the initial marking of P and →⊆ N k × N k is a transition relation induced by the transitions of the EPN (see [11] for details).
Domain of limits
To apply the schema of algorithm to extensions of Petri nets, we proposed in [11] to consider the domain of limits L, e , γ where
k is such that m 1 ,. . .,m k e m 1 ,. . .,m k if and only if ∀1 ≤ i ≤ k : m i ≤ m i (where ≤ is the natural order over N∪{+∞}. In particular: c < +∞ for all c ∈ N ). γ is defined as: γ(m) = {m ∈ N k | m e m}. The sequences of C i 's and L i 's are defined as follows: (D 1 ) C i = {0, . . . , i} k ∪ {m|m e m 0 }, i.e. C i is the set of markings where each place is bounded by i (plus the e -downward closure of the initial marking); (D 2 )
Efficient algorithm To achieve an efficient implementation of EEC, and according to Proposition 3, we consider the lossy version of EPN (that are lossy WSTS) to decide the coverability problem on EPN. As the sets C i are e -downward-closed, we use the algorithm of Section 4 to efficiently compute the 'Expand' phase. The 'Enlarge' phase is improved by using the method of [11] to compute the successors of any Or-node of the And-Or graph. Moreover, the And-Or graphs are always degenerated in the case of (lossy) EPN [11], hence we also apply Algorithm 1 during that phase.
Note that, although the set of successors of a state of a lossy EPN can be large, e -monotonic graphs and And-Or graphs allow us to consider the maximal successors only.
Experiments We have implemented the techniques described so far in a prototype capable of analyzing EPN. We have run the prototype on about 30 examples from the literature. Table 1 reports on selected results. The case studies retained here are mainly abstractions of multi-threaded Java programs (most of them taken from [13] ).
When applied to these examples, the basic symbolic backward algorithm of [1] seldom produces a result within the time limit of 20 minutes we have fixed (column Pre). A heuristic presented in [5] uses place-invariants to guide the search and improves the performance of the prototype (which has been fined tuned during several years of research). Still, it might not terminate on some examples (column Pre+Inv). On the contrary, although the EEC prototype is still in its infancy, it always produces a result within the time limit, with comparable performance, on all the examples (column EEC). This demonstrates the practical superiority of the forward analysis at work in EEC.
Other tools such as Fast and Lash can analyze the same examples by using a forward procedure. Remark that these tools can handle a broader class of systems than EEC (like systems that are not WSTS, for instance). In practice, Fast does not always terminate on our set of examples 1 .
Lossy channel systems
Lossy channel systems (LCS) are systems made up of a finite number of automata which communicate through lossy FIFO channels, by writing to or reading from the channels when a transition is fired. This model is well-studied, see e.g. [3, 2] . In particular, the Simple Regular Expressions (sre), a symbolic representation for downward-closed sets of states of LCS, have been defined. Algorithms to symbolically compute classical operations, such as the union, intersection or the Post, have been devised. In the sequel, we will rely on this background.
Preliminaries In order to keep the following discussion compact, we will consider, without loss of generality, a LCS C made up of a single automaton (with set of states Q) and a single FIFO channel (initially empty, with alphabet Σ). A state of C is a pair q, w , where q ∈ Q is the state of the automaton, and w ∈ Σ * is the content of the channel. Let S C be the set of states of C. A transition of C is of the form s 1 , Op, s 2 where s 1 , s 2 ∈ Q and Op is !a (add a to the channel), or ?a (consume a on the channel), or nop (no modification of the channel), for any a ∈ Σ. The semantics is the classical one, see [3] . The w.q.o. w ⊆ Σ * × Σ * is defined as follows: w 1 w w 2 iff w 1 is a (non-necessarily contiguous) subword of w 2 . A downward-closed regular expression (dc-re) is a regular expression that is either (a + ε) for some a ∈ Σ, or (a 1 + a 2 + . . . + a n ) * for {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } ⊆ Σ. Given a dc-re d, α(d) (the alphabet of d) is the set of all the elements of Σ that occur in d. A product (of dc-re) is either ε or an expression of the form
denotes the ( w -downward-closed) language generated by p, and |p|, denotes its size, i.e., the number of dc-re that compose it (for w ∈ Σ * , |w| is defined the usual way). Let P (Σ) denote the set of all products built from Σ. Let us now define the sets of concrete and limit elements we will consider at each step. We define C i = { q, w | q, w ∈ S C , |w| ≤ i}, i.e. C i is the set of states where the channel contains at most i characters. Similarly, we define L i as follows:
Domain of limits
e. L i contains the limits where a product of length at most i represents the channel (plus ).
Efficient algorithm In the case of LCS, the And-Or graph one obtains is, in general, not degenerated. Hence, the techniques presented in Section 4 can be used along the 'Expand' phase only (the C i s are w -downward-closed and the WSTS induced by LCS are lossy). In the sequel, we try nonetheless to improve the 'Enlarge' phase by showing how to directly compute (i.e. without enumeration of states) the set of (most precise) successors of any Or-node. Notice that following the semantics of LCS, the Post operation can add at most one character to the channel. Hence, we only need to be able to approximate precisely any c ∈
Over-approximation of a product Given a product p = ε and a natural number i ≥ 1 such that |p| ≤ i + 1, let us show how to directly compute, the most complete and most precise set of products that over-approximate p, and whose size is at most i. For this purpose, we first define an auxiliary function L(p).
Proposition 6. Given a natural number i and a product of dc-re p such that |p| ≤ i + 1, for all products of dc-re p such that (i)
Hence, Approx allows us to over-approximate any limit element of L i+1 by elements of L i . In order to handle elements of C i+1 , we extend the definition of Approx as follows. Let i be a natural number and w = a 1 . . . a n ∈ Σ * (with n ≤ i+1) be a word, then Approx(w, i) = w when n ≤ i, and Approx(w, i) = Approx(p w , i) with p w = (a 1 + ε) · · · (a n + ε) otherwise. Remark that w and p w both define the same w -downward-closed set, and Proposition 6 remains valid.
When the LCS has more than one channel, a state (limit) associates a word (or a product of dc-re) to each channel. It that case, the best approximation can be computed by taking the product of the best approximations for each channel.
Experiments We have built a prototype to decide the coverability problem for LCS. It implements the improvements of the 'Expand' and 'Enlarge' phases presented above. Another improvement in the construction of the And-Or graph consists in computing only the states that are reachable from the initial state. Table 2 reports on the performance of the prototype when applied to various examples of the literature: the Alternating Bit Protocol (ABP), and the Bounded Retransmission Protocol (BRP), on which we verify five different properties [3] . Table 2 shows very promising results with our simple prototype. Table 2 . Results obtained on Intel Xeon 3Ghz with 4Gb of memory : S and E: number of states and edges of the graph ; C: number of channels; EEC: execution time (in second) of an implantation of EEC.
Conclusion
In this paper we have pursued a line of research initiated in [11] with the introduction of the 'Expand, Enlarge and Check' algorithm. We have shown in the present work that, for a peculiar subclass of WSTS, one can derive efficient practical algorithms from this theoretical framework. We have presented an efficient method to decide the coverability problem on monotonic graphs. This solution fixes a bug, for the finite case, in the minimal coverability tree algorithm of [8] . It can always be applied to improve the 'Expand' phase. In the case of extended Petri nets, it can also be used to improve the 'Enlarge' phase. In the case of lossy channel systems, we have also shown how to improve the 'Expand' phase, by building the And-Or graph in an efficient way. We have implemented these techniques in two prototypes, working in a forward fashion. Their excellent behaviours clearly demonstrate the practical interest of EEC. 
A Proofs of Theorem 3
We split the proof in two propositions. The first one states that the algorithm terminates, the second states the partial correctness. The first one relies on the following (obvious) facts:
Fact 1 At each step of Algorithm 1, the following holds. For all node n of the tree such that there exists a predecessor n with Λ(n) Λ(n ) : n has no successors.
Fact 2 After loop of line 3 of Algorithm 1, if there exists n ∈ N : removed(n) = false and a state v such that Λ(n) ⇒ v and covered(v, T ) = false, then n ∈ to treat.
Fact 3 Algorithm 1 never loops forever into the loops inside the main while loop.
To prove the first proposition, we also need the following lemma.
Lemma 1. After loop of line 3 in Algorithm 1, if to treat is not empty then at least one node is added into the tree during the next iteration of the main while loop.
Proof. First, notice that to treat is always empty when entering the loop of line 3. Second, let us show that if the loop of line 3 adds the node n into to treat then no successor of Λ(n) has been developed, i.e. n has no successors in the tree built up to now. Suppose that it is not the case, i.e. n is such that removed(n) = false, there exists v such that Λ(n) ⇒ v, covered(v, N ) = false, and there exists a successor n of n with Λ(n ) = v, removed(n ) = true. However, following the condition of the loop of line 2, we have that when we exit that loop (to enter the loop of line 3), there is no n, n ∈ N : removed(n) = false, removed(n ) = true, covered(Λ(n ), N ) = false and n is a successor of n. We obtain a contradiction and we conclude that when we exit the loop of line 3 all the nodes into to treat are such that their successors are not developed into the tree, hence the successors of at least one node into to treat will be added into the tree during the next iteration of the main while loop. Proof. First notice that a node cannot be replaced infinitely often. Indeed, when we replace a node n by another one n , we have that Λ(n)≺Λ(n ). Since there is a finite number of nodes in the monotonic graph, after a finite amount of time i 1 the root node does not change anymore, after a finite amount of time i 2 the successors of the root node do not change anymore, etc.
Let us now prove that the algorithm does not compute an infinite tree. Suppose that it is not the case. Since that tree is finitely branching, by applying König's lemma we conclude that the infinite tree contains at least one infinite branch. Since the monotonic graph contains a finite number of nodes the infinite branch contains a node n with one predecessor node n such that Λ(n ) = Λ(n). By fact 1 the branch is not developed from n. We conclude that the branch is finite and we obtain a contradiction.
Suppose that Algorithm 1 does not terminate. Since it computes a finite tree and the nodes are replaced only a finite number of time, we conclude that at some point of the infinite execution, the tree is not modified anymore by the algorithm. Fact 3 implies that even if the tree is not modified anymore, Algorithm 1 passes through the loop of the line 3 and exits this loop. Since the algorithm does not terminate, to treat is not empty when it exits the loop of line 3. By Lemma 1, we have that at least one node is added into the tree during the next execution of the main while loop, hence the tree is modified, and we obtain a contradiction.
Proposition 8. When Algorithm 1 terminates, the set of nodes N = {Λ(n) | n ∈ N, removed(n) = false} is a coverability set of of the -monotonic graph G.
Proof. To prove the result, we have to prove that
Point 1 is immediate since it is easy to show that for any node n in the tree we have that Λ(n) is reachable from the initial node of G. Point 2 is equivalent to Reach(G) ⊆ {v | ∃v ∈ N : v v } that can be easily proved by induction on the length of the paths (number of transitions) to reach any state in Reach(G).
Base case: The base case is trivial since it is easy to show that the root node root of the tree computed by Algorithm 1 is such that v i Λ(root) (notice also that we have removed(root) = false).
Induction step: Suppose that v can be reached thanks to the sequence
By induction hypothesis, the node v k−1 (obtained after a sequence of length k − 1) is such that there exists n ∈ N : removed(n) = false, v k−1 Λ(n). By Fact 2, we have that for all v such that Λ(n) ⇒ v there exists a n ∈ N : removed(n ) = false, v Λ(n ). By monotonicity, that implies that there exists n ∈ N : removed(n ) = false, v Λ(n ).
We can now state Theorem 3: Theorem 3 Algorithm 1, when applied to the -monotonic graph G and the -upward closed set U , always terminates and returns true if and only if there exists a node v ∈ U such that v is reachable from v i in G.
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 7 and Proposition 8. Table 3 contains the results of the whole set of experiments we made on EPN. A web page with a description of the examples may be found at http://www.ulb.ac.be/di/ssd/ggeeraer/eec/
B Experiments on EPN

C Proof of Proposition 6
This section is devoted to the proof of proposition 6, that states (roughly speaking) that Approx(p, i) is the set of most precise products of lengths at most i that over-approximate p. The proof of this proposition is a bit technical and we shall divide it into several auxiliary lemmata and propositions. But beforehand, we need to recall the definition of the normal form of a product of dc-re [3] . After this, we provide several obvious properties of dc-re. Then, we split the proof of Proposition 6 by considering separately the case where p is not in normal form (subsection C.2) and the case where it is in normal form (subsection C.3). These two results allow us to conclude (subsection C.4).
C.1 Definitions and properties
This section states several useful definitions and properties. In particular, we recall what is the normal form of a product of dc-re, and how to compute it.
Definition 8. Given an alphabet Σ, an ε-downward-closed regular expression (ε-dc-re for short) is a dc-re of the form (a+ε) (for some a ∈ Σ). A * -downwardclosed regular expression ( * -dc-re for short) is a dc-re of the form (a 1 + a 2 + · · · + a n ) * (with {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } ⊆ Σ).
Notice that to any product of dc-re p corresponds an unique product of dc-re in normal form p such that [[p] [3] ). To build that product of dc-re in normal form p from p, we can apply Algorithm 3.
From Definition 8, we immediately obtain the following obvious properties: Property 1. The following holds: Table 3 . results obtained on Intel Xeon 3Ghz with 4Gb of memory : cat. : category of example (PN = (unbounded) Petri net, PNT = Petri net with transfer arcs, BPN = bounded Petri net) P : number of places, T: number of transitions. EEC : results obtained with the "Expand, Enlarge and Check" algorithm. Pre + Inv: results obtained with a backward approach, using invariant heuristics, Pre: same without invariants. All the memory consumptions in KB and times in second.
Algorithm 3: Normal Form [3] Data : p : product of dc-re. Result : P : product of dc-re in normal form. begin Let P = p ; while P = d1 · . . . · d k is not in normal form do Let i be s.t. 1 ≤ i < k and [
return P; end
C.2 p is not in normal form
In this section we prove a first intermediate result, i.e. that Proposition 6 holds when the product p, on which Approx is applied, is not in normal form. This is done by first considering the following lemma:
Lemma 2. Given a product of dc-re p such that (i) |p| ≤ i + 1 and (ii) p is not in normal form, we have Approx(p, i) = {p } such that
Proof. Suppose that p = d 1 · . . . · d n . We consider two cases : (i) |p| ≤ i and (ii) |p| = i + 1. In the first case, we directly have Approx(p, i) = {p}.
Let us consider the second case, i.e. when |p| = i + 1. From Definition 9 we know that there exists 1 ≤ j < n : This allows us to prove the main result of this subsection: Proposition 9. Given a natural number i and a product of dc-re p that is not in normal form such that |p| ≤ i + 1: for all products of dc-re p such that (i) 
C.3 p is in normal form
We can now consider the case where p is in normal form. This case is a bit more difficult than the former one, and we need two auxiliary lemmata. The first one goes further than Property 1 and states that, whenever we want to overapproximate a given dc-re d by a product of dc-re, this product must contain at least another dc-re d with [ [d] 
